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Abstrat
[van Genabith et al., 1998℄ desribed an approah to ambiguity pre-
serving mahine translation, where transfer takes plae on the glue
language meaning onstrutors of [Dalrymple et al., 1996℄. Unfortu-
nately, it did not deal with strutural misalignment problems, suh
as embedded head swithing, in a fully satisfatory way. This paper
proposes the use of a fragment of linear logi as a transfer formalism,
and shows how it provides a more general and satisfatory solution to
the diÆulties enountered by [van Genabith et al., 1998℄.
1 Introdution
In mahine translation, ambiguities in the soure language often arry aross
to the target language. These inlude syntati ambiguities, suh as some
prepositional phrase attahments, (John saw the man with a telesope / Jean
a vu l'homme ave un telesope) or semanti ambiguities suh as quantier
sope (Every student answered a question / Jeder Student beantwortete eine
Frage). Rather than mehanially trying to pik a single intended interpre-
tation of the soure utterane, more aurate translation is likely if the full
range of ambiguity an be preserved, leaving it to the human interpreter to
resolve the ambiguity in the target. In ases like the above, a single sen-
tene preserves all the ambiguities; in others, ambiguity preservation may
neessitate generating a (hopefully small) range of alternatives.
Proposals for ambiguity preserving translation typially involve trans-
ferring an underspeied semanti representation of the soure sentene to
an underspeied representation of the target, and from it generating tar-
get sentenes, e.g. [Alshawi et al., 1991, Emele and Dorna 1998℄. A variant
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of this approah was proposed by [van Genabith et al., 1998℄ (heneforth
GFD), where transfer takes plae on lexial meaning onstrutors of the
kind used in glue semantis [Dalrymple et al., 1996℄. As GFD point out,
these lexial meaning onstrutors provide a form of underspeied semanti
representation, allowing one to determine when transfer preserves semanti
ambiguity. Transfer at the level of glue onstrutors also has other advan-
tages. It allows for a highly lexialized, reversible, and semi-automatable
denition of transfer rules by omparing lexial entries from two mono-
lingual lexions. Sine meaning onstrutors atually provide an enoding
of the syntax-semantis interfae, generation of target sentenes is more
diret than it would be from a purely semanti representation.
Preisely beause glue meaning onstrutors enode the syntax-semantis
interfae, transfer at this level faes problems of strutural misalignment, fa-
miliar from purely syntax-based approahes to transfer [Kaplan et al. 1989℄.
One of the most notorious ases of this is (embedded) head swithing, two
treatments of whih are disussed by GFD, neither of them fully satisfatory.
This paper provides a more satisfatory aount of strutural misalign-
ment. As with GFD the soure sentene is parsed, and a set of instan-
tiated lexial meaning onstrutors obtained, to whih transfer rules are
applied. However, the result of appliation is not a set of target meaning
onstrutors. Instead it is a set of transfer onstrutors; a linear logi deriva-
tion onsumes these to produe a set of target meaning onstrutors, from
whih the target sentene is generated. The resoure-sensitive nature of
the transfer derivation allows problemati ases of strutural misalignment
to be dealt with loally and lexially. Moreover, transfer derivations are
struturally similar to glue derivations: tehniques for eÆient glue deriva-
tion, e.g. [Gupta and Lamping 1998℄, an be exported diretly to transfer
derivations.
2 Glue Semantis and Transfer
2.1 Glue Semantis
Glue semantis embodies a notion of `interpretation as dedution' losely
related to the `parsing as dedution' paradigm of ategorial grammar. A
glue logi is used to dedutively piee together the meanings of words and
phrases in a (syntatially analysed) sentene, to assemble the meaning of
the sentene as a whole. The meaning logi, used to represent the meanings
of words and phrases, is quite distint from the glue logi used to assemble
those meanings.
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Following [Dalrymple et al., 1999a℄, we use a minor extension of the
impliation-only fragment of propositional linear logi as the glue logi, and
a `vanilla' logi of generalised quantiers as the meaning language. We also
adopt their `Curry-Howard' formulation of glue semantis, where meaning
language expressions are treated as terms labelling glue logi formulas. This
replaes the older notation of [Dalrymple et al., 1996℄, with its uninterpreted
meaning assignment prediate ;. This has the distint advantages of (i)
ompletely separating the glue and meaning logis, and (ii) removing the
need to use higher-order uniation in glue derivations.
Although glue semantis is not neessarily restrited to Lexial Fun-
tional Grammar [Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982℄, we will employ LFG as our
syntati base. We illustrate glue semantis by means of the simple exam-
ple \Hans ooks." Assume the following two lexial entries
ooks V " PRED = ookh"SUBJi
ook : ("SUBJ)

 Æ "

Hans NP " PRED = Hans
hans :"

The " meta-variables refer to the nodes in f(untional)-struture onto whih
the lexial items projet in a given parse. The glue onstrutors, shown
on the seond line of eah entry, refer to semanti () projetions of these
f-struture nodes: these orrespond to resoures that onsume and produe
meanings. The onstrutor for \Hans" pairs the meaning term hans with
the resoure "

. The onstrutor for the intransitive verb \ooks" pairs the
one-plae meaning prediate ook with the impliation (" SUBJ)

 Æ "

.
The impliation says that the meaning of the verb's subjet, ("SUBJ)

must
be onsumed in order to produe the meaning of the lause headed by the
verb, "

.
Assume a grammar that, with this lexion, derives the following f-struture
for the example sentene, where f and g are arbitrary labels used to name the
f-struture nodes. In doing so, the parse instantiates the " meta-variables in
the glue onstrutors to give the instantiated onstrutors shown alongside:
f :
"
PRED ook h"SUBJi
SUBJ g :
h
PRED Hans
i
#
ook : g

 Æ f

hans : g

Here, f

and g

orrespond to f-struture nodes, but denote semanti re-
soures.
The instantiated meaning onstrutors form the premises to a glue deriva-
tion. The goal of a glue derivation is to onsume all the lexially obtained
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premises to prove that there is a single semanti resoure orresponding to
the outermost f-struture node produing a meaning.
Ignoring the meaning terms for the moment, in our example there are
two lexial premises, g

and g

 Æ f

, and we need to prove f

. A simple
derivation suÆes:
g

 Æ f

g

 Æ
E
f

The Curry-Howard isomorphism links the natural dedution rule of impli-
ation elimination (  Æ
E
or modus ponens) with the funtional appliation
of the proof/meaning terms of the two premises. (Impliation introdution
gives rise to -abstration.) The derivation above onsequently automati-
ally onstruts the meaning term ook(hans) for the sentene, as follows
ook : g

 Æ f

hans : g

 Æ
E
ook(hans) : f

This is, of ourse, a very simple illustrative example. However, in all more
omplex ases a propositional linear logi derivation builds the saolding
on whih meaning terms are ombined by means of funtional appliation
or -abstration, as ditated by the proof rules used.
In many ases, though not in the example above, distint glue deriva-
tions, onstruting distint meaning terms, an be obtained from a single
set of glue premises. These multiple derivations aount for non-syntati
ambiguities like quantier sope, as we will see later.
2.2 Generation from Instantiated Construtors
Starting just with the instantiated meaning onstrutors and the lexion,
it is possible to reonstrut the f-struture of our example sentene. Using
the meaning terms as indies into the lexion, we an retrieve the entries
for \Hans" and \ooks". Comparing the instantiated and uninstantiated
onstrutors
ook : g

 Æ f

ook : ("SUBJ)

 Æ "

we an see that node g is the SUBJ of node f . Moreover, by looking at the
feature equations in the entry for \ooks", namely
" PRED = ookh"SUBJi
4
we an determine what the PRED of f is. Likewise, by mathing the instanti-
ated onstrutors hans : g

against the uninstantiated entry for \Hans", we
an determine the PRED of f 's subjet (i.e. g). This gives us enough infor-
mation to reonstrut the original f-struture. And from this, we generate
the original sentene.
2.3 Basi Transfer on Glue Construtors
Suppose we have a German lexion inluding the following two entries
koht V " PRED = kohenh"SUBJi kohen : ("SUBJ)

 Æ "

Hans NP " PRED = Hans hans :"

and a grammar that derives the following f-struture for the sentene \Hans
koht" (Hans ooks), with instantiated meaning onstrutors shown along-
side:
f :
"
PRED kohen h"SUBJi
SUBJ g :
h
PRED Hans
i
#
kohen : g

 Æ f

hans : g

By the previous setion, given the instantiated onstrutors and the German
lexion, we ould generate the German f-struture and hene the German
sentene.
Starting from the previously mentioned instantiated soure (English)
onstrutors | ook : g

 Æ f

and hans : g

| the following transfer rules
yield the required instantiated target (German) onstrutors
8G;F ook : G  Æ F , kohen : G  Æ F
8G hans : G , hans : G
from whih generation of the target sentene an proeed.
GFD make a number of points about this transfer sheme. First, the
transfer rules are in many ases derivable from a simple omparison of paired
lexial entries, and muh of this an be done automatially. Seond, neither
the instantiated onstrutors nor the transfer rules make referene to f-
struture attributes suh as SUBJ or OBJ. Information about these attributes
is only obtained by mathing instantiated onstrutors against mono-lingual
lexial entries. GFD exploit this to deal with argument swithing, as in Das
Photo ist Hans milungen { Hans a ra^te la photo (Hans messed up/ruined
the photo), where grammatial roles get swithed. Third, in ases where
the soure and target onstrutors are isomorphi, the range of possible
glue derivations is preserved, thus preserving semanti ambiguity. This is
illustrated by showing how sope ambiguities an be preserved in transfer.
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3 Head Swithing
Head swithing is exemplied by the English | German translation pair:
Hans koht gerne $ Hans likes ooking
The German attitudinal adjunt gerne is translated in English as a ontrol
onstrution involving the verb like. Syntatially like is the head of the En-
glish sentene (the sentene is the maximal projetion of like) whereas gerne
is an adverbial subonstituent of the German sentene. These dierenes
are manifest in the orresponding f-strutures:
f
1
:
2
4
pred kohenhf
2
i
subj f
2
:

pred hans

adjn ff
3
:

pred gerne

g
3
5
f
3
:
2
6
6
4
pred likehf
2
; f
1
i
subj f
2
:

pred hans

xomp f
1
:

pred ookhf
2
i
subj f
2
:

pred hans


3
7
7
5
Note that in translation from, say, the German to the English f-struture,
the translation of the embedded adjunt f-struture f
3
turns out to be em-
bedding the translation of the rest of the soure f-struture f
1
in target.
Transfer on f-struture representations has to involve a omplex inside-out
folding operation. Worse still is where a head swithing ase is embedded
inside another struture as in
Ede vermutet da Hans gerne koht $ Ede assumes that Hans likes ooking
f
1
:
2
6
6
6
6
4
pred vermutenhf
2
; f
3
i
subj f
2
:

pred ede

omp f
3
:
2
4
pred kohenhf
4
i
subj f
4
:

pred hans

adjn ff
5
:

pred gerne

g
3
5
3
7
7
7
7
5
f
1
:
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
pred assumehf
2
; f
5
i
subj f
2
:

pred ede

omp f
5
:
2
6
6
4
pred likehf
4
; f
3
i
subj f
4
:

pred hans

xomp f
3
:

subj f
4
:
pred ookhf
4
i

3
7
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
Consider again the translation from German into English (the other dire-
tion is analogous). Here vermuten expets an f-struture f
3
as its omple-
ment and so would its translation assume. Now, during translation we have
a head swithing operation in the omplement between f
5
and f
3
(the trans-
lation of the embedded soure f
5
turns out to be embedding in target) and
assume whih expets f
3
is oered f
5
, resulting in a disonneted f-struture.
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3.1 Head-Swithed Meaning Construtors
The following are instantiated meaning onstrutors for the German sen-
tene ( subsripts omitted to avoid lutter):
ede : f
2
vermuten : f
2
 Æ (f
3
 Æ f
1
)
hans : f
4
kohen : f
4
 Æ f
3
P; x: gerne(x; P (x)) : (f
4
 Æ f
3
)  Æ (f
4
 Æ f
3
)
These lead to the following glue derivation
f
2
 Æ (f
3
 Æ f
1
) f
2
f
3
 Æ f
1
(f
4
 Æ f
3
)  Æ (f
4
 Æ f
3
) f
4
 Æ f
3
f
4
 Æ f
3
f
4
f
3
vermuten(ede; gerne(hans; kohen(hans))) : f
1
with the nal meaning term shown.
The instantiated English onstrutors for \Ede", \Hans" and \ooking"
dier only from the German onstrutors in their meaning terms. But
note the dierenes between the onstrutors for likes{gerne and assumes{
vermutet:
P; x:like(x; P (x)) : (f
4
 Æ f
3
)  Æ (f
4
 Æ f
5
)
P; x:gerne(x; P (x)) : (f
4
 Æ f
3
)  Æ (f
4
 Æ f
3
)
assume : f
2
 Æ (f
5
 Æ f
1
)
vermuten : f
2
 Æ (f
3
 Æ f
1
)
The node f
5
in the English onstrutors replaes the underlined ourrenes
of f
3
in the German onstrutors.
Sine the gerne{likes translation learly needs to introdue an extra level
of struture, we might envisage a purely lexial transfer rule
8G;F: P; x:gerne(x; P (x)) : (G  Æ F )  Æ (G  Æ F )
, P; x:like(x; P (x)) : (G  Æ F )  Æ (G  Æ New)
where G and F range over mathed strutures, and New denotes the addi-
tional node introdued by the English ontrol onstrution.
The problem with this is that a similar, purely lexial transfer rule for
vermuten{assume would most naturally be
8G;H;F: vermuten : G  Æ (H  Æ F )
, assume : G  Æ (H  Æ F )
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In the absene of an embedded head swithing, this transfer rule works well.
But in the ase where the omplement of vermuten indues head swithing
on transfer, we need to replae the underlined ourrene of H by the newly
introdued head swithed node. How to do this solely on the basis of loal,
purely lexial transfer is desribed in the next setion.
4 Linear Logi Transfer Construtors
To summarize the embedded head swithing problem from the last setion:
translating \gerne" to \likes" involves wrapping an extra layer of struture,
f
5
, around f
3
. The onstrutor that was originally expeting to onsume f
3
,
obtained by translating \vermutet" to \assumes", has to be told to onsume
f
5
instead of f
3
. We would like this hange to be ommuniated while only
using loal, purely lexial transfer rules.
Another way of desribing what happens is that the gerne{likes transfer
assoiates a new `topmost' struture with f
3
. In the German sentene, f
3
is its own topmost struture, whih we represent by the assertion T (f
3
; f
3
).
The gerne{likes transfer updates this assertion with T (f
3
; f
5
). The meaning
onstrutor for \assumes" needs to onsume the topmost struture assoi-
ated with f
3
, whatever that struture happens to be.
The assoiation of a topmost struture with a node does not take plae
within glue meaning onstrutors | the assoiation simply does not make
any sense there. Instead, we will make these assoiations within linear logi
based transfer onstrutors. In order to keep the transfer logi distint from
the glue logi, we will use  Æ

and 


to refer to the onnetives of the
transfer logi.
The basi transfer arhiteture is this. A set of lexially dened transfer
rules map instantiated soure meaning onstrutors onto transfer onstru-
tors. The transfer onstrutors are premises to a transfer derivation. By
analogy to glue derivations, the goal of a transfer derivation is to prove
a single assertion about the topmost struture assoiated with outermost
soure f-struture node. A onsequene of deriving this will be to produe
a set of instantiated target meaning onstrutors, from whih generation of
the target sentene an proeed.
4.1 A Transfer Derivation
Setion 4.3 desribes the transfer rules mapping soure meaning onstrutors
onto transfer onstrutors. In this setion, we merely state what the transfer
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onstrutors are for our German{English embedded head swithing example,
and show how the transfer derivation proeeds.
Reall the German soure meaning onstrutors (meaning terms slightly
simplied, and numbered for ease of referene):
1: ede : f
2
2: hans : f
4
3: kohen : f
4
 Æ f
3
4: vermuten : f
2
 Æ f
3
 Æ f
1
5: gerne : (f
4
 Æ f
3
)  Æ (f
4
 Æ f
3
)
From the soure meaning onstrutors and the transfer mapping rules we
obtain the following transfer onstrutors:
1: T (f
2
; f
2
) 


ede : f
2
2: T (f
4
; f
4
) 


hans : f
4
3: 8X: [T (f
4
;X)  Æ

T (f
3
; f
3
)℄ 


ook : X  Æ f
3
4: 8X;Y: [T (f
2
;X)  Æ

(T (f
3
; Y )  Æ

T (f
1
; f
1
))℄



assume : X  Æ (Y  Æ f
1
)
5: 8X;Y: [(T (f
4
;X)  Æ

T (f
3
; Y ))  Æ

(T (f
4
;X)  Æ

T (f
3
; new))℄



like : (X  Æ Y )  Æ (X  Æ new)
Eah transfer onstrutor is a onjuntion of two formulas: a transfer for-
mula that onsumes and produes topmost node assertions, and a glue for-
mula giving a target meaning onstrutor. For example, transfer onstrutor
(1) says that f
2
is its own topmost node, and produes the meaning on-
strutor ede : f
2
. Transfer onstrutor (3) onsumes an assertion about the
topmost node of f
4
to produe an assertion that f
3
is its own topmost node.
It also produes the meaning onstrutor ook : X  Æ f
3
, where X is what-
ever topmost node was assoiated with f
4
. Construtor (5) is the ruial
one, but is best understood after looking at the transfer derivation. Note
how, in all ases, the transfer formula repliates exatly the struture of the
target glue formula.
The transfer derivation from premises 1{5 proeeds as follows (meaning
terms in glue onstrutors omitted, and glue onstrutors in smaller font).
First ombine premises (3) and (5)
3 T (f
4
;X)  Æ

T (f
3
; f
3
) 


X  Æ f
3
5 (T (f
4
;X)  Æ

T (f
3
; Y ))  Æ

(T (f
4
;X)  Æ

T (f
3
; new))



(X  Æ Y ) Æ (X  Æ new)
 T (f
4
;X)  Æ

T (f
3
; new) 


X  Æ f
3



(X  Æ f
3
) Æ (X  Æ new)
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This assoiates with f
3
a new topmost node, new, provided that we an nd
the topmost node of f
4
. The value new is instantiated in one of the meaning
onstrutors. Premise (2) produes f
4
as its own topmost node, allowing us
to onlude:
T (f
4
;X)  Æ

T (f
3
; new) 


X  Æ f
3



(X  Æ f
3
) Æ (X  Æ new)
2 T (f
4
; f
4
) 


f
4
 T (f
3
; new) 


f
4
 Æ f
3



(f
4
 Æ f
3
) Æ (f
4
 Æ new) 


f
4
That is, new is now asserted to be the topmost node of f
3
. This assertion
ombines with premise (4), orresponding to the word assumes, (and premise
1). Assumes onsumes whatever the topmost node of f
3
is: in this ase new
rather than f
3
. Hene
T (f
3
; new) 


f
4
 Æ f
3



(f
4
 Æ f
3
) Æ (f
4
 Æ new) 


f
4
1 T (f
2
; f
2
) 


f
2
4 T (f
2
;X)  Æ

(T (f
3
; Y )  Æ

T (f
1
; f
1
)) 


X  Æ (Y  Æ f
1
)
 T (f
1
; f
1
)



f
4
 Æ f
3



(f
4
 Æ f
3
) Æ (f
4
 Æ new) 


f
4



f
2



f
2
 Æ (new Æ f
1
)
This onsumes all the transfer onstrutors, results in a single assertion
that f
1
is its own topmost struture, and produes the desired set of target
meaning onstrutors. No other derivation onsuming all the premises and
produing a single T (f
1
; ) assertion is possible. Note how the last step of
the derivation instantiates the variable Y to the value new in the meaning
onstrutor for assumes, ommuniating the hanges brought about by the
head swith in the rst step of the derivation.
4.2 Multiple Head Swithing
This approah generalizes straightforwardly to ases of multiple head swith-
ing, e.g. \Hans shliesslih koht gerne" where the adverb shliesslih is
analogous to gerne, and translates into the English ontrol verb ends up.
The sentene an translate either as Hans ends up liking ooking or as Hans
likes ending up ooking. This ambiguity orresponds to an adverb sope
ambiguity in German, and is reeted in transfer by the availability of two
transfer derivations.
From the German soure onstrutors (meaning terms simplied)
1 hans : f
2
2 kohen : f
2
 Æ f
1
3 gerne : (f
2
 Æ f
1
)  Æ (f
2
 Æ f
1
)
4 shliesslih : (f
2
 Æ f
1
)  Æ (f
2
 Æ f
1
)
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it is evident that the two adverbials (3) and (4) are of the same type, and
an permute in either order around the kohen onstrutor (2). Assuming
similar transfer rules for shliesslih and gerne, the transfer onstrutors will
be (meaning onstrutors omitted)
1 T (f
2
; f
2
)
2 T (f
2
;X)  Æ

T (f
1
; f
1
)
3 (T (f
2
;X)  Æ

T (f
1
; Y ))  Æ

(T (f
2
;X)  Æ

T (f
1
; new
1
))
4 (T (f
2
;X)  Æ

T (f
1
; Y ))  Æ

(T (f
2
;X)  Æ

T (f
1
; new
2
))
It is likewise evident that the transfer onstrutors (3) and (4) an permute
in either order around (2). If (3) and (2) are ombined rst (the ends up
liking translation) the top of f
1
is rst updated to new
1
, and then by (4)
to new
2
. If (4) and (2) are ombined rst (the likes ending up translation),
the top of f
1
is rst updated to new
2
and then to new
1
.
This is a ase where ambiguity preservation neessitates the generation
of two target sentenes. Beause transfer derivations mirror ambiguities in
the glue derivations, we sueed in deteting the two sentenes required.
4.3 Deriving Transfer Rules
Obtaining transfer rules from aligned monolingual lexions proeeds along
the same lines as for GFD. The hard part is to reognise the parallel semanti
resoures in the soure and target onstrutors. In many ases this an be
done either through reognition of parallel f-struture attributes in soure
and target, or balaning up ourrenes of distint resoures on either side.
Hard ases, or where it is lear that there is not omplete parallelism (as
in head swithing) an be passed to human rule writers. As an example, in
omparing the entries
vermuten : ("SUBJ)  Æ ("XCOMP)  Æ "
assume : ("SUBJ)  Æ ("XCOMP)  Æ "
it is easy to identify ", (" SUBJ) and (" XCOMP) as parallel resoures in
soure and target. The soure side of the transfer rule is given by the soure
meaning onstrutor with variables in plae of the parallel resoures. The
resulting transfer onstrutor is obtained by making two opies of the target
onstrutor, again with variables in plae of parallel resoures. We strip the
meaning term o the rst opy to form the basis of the transfer formula,
giving as an intermediate stage
8F;G;H vermuten : G  Æ (H  Æ F )
) [G  Æ (H  Æ F )℄ 


assume : G  Æ (H  Æ F )
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We now identify the rightmost onsequent variable in the transfer formula, in
this ase F . We replae this by the prediation T (F; F ). All other variables
are assoiated a unique topmost variables, e.g. T (G;X), and the variables
in the transfer formula replaed by these prediations. Variables in the
meaning onstrutors are replaed by their assoiated topmost variables.
The assoiated topmost variables are universally quantied with sope over
the whole transfer onstrutor. Thus we nally obtain the transfer rule:
8F;G;H vermuten : G  Æ (H  Æ F )
) 8X;Y: [T (G;X)  Æ (T (H;Y )  Æ T (F; F ))℄



assume : X  Æ (Y  Æ F )
This way of onstruting transfer rules ensures that transfer formulas exatly
mirror target glue formulas. As a result, transfer derivations mirror glue
derivations
4.4 Quantiers
One exeption to this exat orrespondene between transfer and glue for-
mulas ours in the ase of quantier meanings. A quantied pronoun like
\everyone" illustrates the standard glue treatment of quantiers, and is
given a meaning onstrutor
everyone : ("

 Æ S)  Æ S
where S is a variable that an range over atomi semanti resoures (the
sope of the quantier). The formula ("

 Æ S)  Æ S is just a type raised
version of the atomi formula "

. The transfer formula in the onstruted
rule is taken from the lower-type formula. Thus, for example
8G jeder : (G  Æ S)  Æ S
) T (G;G) 


everyone : (G  Æ S
0
)  Æ S
0
Assuming a similar transfer rule for \etwas" (something), the transfer on-
strutors obtained from the sentene \Jeder sah etwas" (everyone saw some-
thing) would be
1 T (g; g) everyone:(g  Æ S
0
) Æ S
0
2 T (h; h) something:(h Æ S) Æ S
3 T (g;X)  Æ (T (h; Y )  Æ T (f; f)) see:X  Æ (Y  Æ f)
Here, there is just one transfer derivation, instantiating X to g and Y to h,
despite the possibility of two distint target glue derivations
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4.5 The Nature of Transfer Derivations
As previously noted, transfer onstrutors parallel target glue onstrutors,
so that transfer derivations parallel target glue derivations. This has a num-
ber of onsequenes. First, the existene of a transfer derivation guarantees
the existene of a target glue derivation; we an be sure that we translate
only into semantially interpretable sentenes.
Seond, tehniques developed for eÆient glue derivation (suh as the
skeleton-modier approah of [Gupta and Lamping 1998℄) an be applied
diretly to transfer derivations; there is sharing of tehnology.
Third, as observed in onnetion with multiple head-swithing, dierent
transfer derivations an lead to distint sets of target onstrutors. This
arises in ases where there is no one target sentene that aptures the full
range of meanings open to the soure sentene; ambiguity preservation ne-
essitates the generation of multiple target sentenes. Given the lose on-
netion between glue and transfer derivations, we an have some ondene
that the orret ambiguities are being preserved.
However, in some ases it is formally possible to have multiple transfer
derivations all leading to the same set of target onstrutors. This parallels
what often happens in glue derivations where, e.g., distint ways of soping
existentially quantied NPs all lead to logially equivalent meanings. (Note,
though, that the type-lowered transfer onstrutors for quantied NPs a-
tually eliminate spurious transfer derivations arising from quantier sope
ambiguities). Tehniques for eÆiently deteting and removing suh equiva-
lent glue derivations an fortunately also be applied to transfer derivations.
5 Conlusions
This paper presented a resoure-sensitive approah to transfer. A soure
sentene is parsed, and a set of instantiated lexial meaning onstrutors is
obtained. Transfer rules rewrite the soure meaning onstrutors to a set of
transfer onstrutors. A linear logi derivation onsumes the transfer on-
strutors to produe a set of instantiated target meaning onstrutors, from
whih a target sentene an be generated. The resoure-sensitive nature of
the transfer derivation allows problemati ases of strutural misalignment
to be dealt with smoothly and loally. In most ases, the transfer rules an
be derived semi-automatially from aligned mono-lingual soure and target
lexions. Cases where ambiguity preservation an only be ahieved by mul-
tiple target translations are readily aommodated. Tehniques developed
for eÆient linear logi derivations in the ontext of glue semantis apply
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diretly to eÆient transfer derivations.
Using linear logi for transfer is also suggested by [Fujinami 1999℄, but
not applied to strutural mismath. The treatment of head-swithing bears
some relation to unpublished work of Martin Emele's, though it is not lear
that his use of `internal' and `external' variables extends to ases of multiple
head-swithing. Although applied to transfer at the level of glue language
meaning onstrutors, we would hope that our linear logi based transfer
sheme ould be extended to deal with strutural mismathes at other levels
of representation.
Finally the resoure sensitive nature of the transfer derivations allows
for the possibility that some target lexial glue onstrutors get onsumed
in transfer. This might apply, for example, in translating the two word
English expression \ommit suiide" into the Frenh verb \se suiider": the
transfer onstrutor for ommit{se suiider an be set up so as to onsume
the results of transferring the noun \suiide". Examples suh as this also
often lead to a speiity ordering over transfer rules. It is an interesting
question whether this kind of speiity ordering an reeive a diret and
expliit enoding in a linear logi based transfer sheme.
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